Pattern separation

Problem definition
Pattern ≡ vector combining n numerical attributes characterizing an object. Assume these objects are naturally grouped into c classes.
Objective : find a partition of R n into c disjoint components corresponding to the classes.
Classification
Some objects grouped into classes and some unknown objects :
1. Separate the patterns of well-known objects ≡ learning phase 2. Use that partition to classify the unknown objects 
Separation ratio
We want the best possible separation ⇒ optimize the separation ratio Main idea : use ellipsoids for separation i.e. find E s.t.
We want the best possible separation ⇒ optimize the separation ratio Definition : Using a pair of similar ellipsoids with the same center, separation ratio ρ ≡ ratio of sizes Maximum separation ratio ≡ maximize the smallest ρ j ⇔ worst case method Idea : maximize most of the ρ j 's by maximizing ρ 
This is a SQL conic program
This is equivalent to min t s.t.
is an SQL conic program 
